
WRITE AROUND LEARNING STRATEGY ASSESSMENT

The first member in the group starts writing about the sentence or topic. Teachers can modify the strategy to fit the
students' needs. A teacher can also use this as a formative assessment gaging the students knowledge and hearing
any.

Download this strategy. Updated: Friday 22 March  Asking Questions: When doing assessments that support
learning we want to find out as much as we can about what and how students are thinking. Do you remember
when we looked at the way authors draw their readers in right from the opening paragraph? Why do you think
that? After the students complete the Write Around, they openly reflect on their realizations using a calm and
relaxed tone to match the respectful atmosphere of the Write Around process e. As students explore examples
of the kinds of texts they will be producing, they are developing an understanding of quality. Next, the first
student in each group is given 30 seconds to write a response. By feeding back what she has heard, she
unblocks her student and helps him move forward. Do you have a favorite? They share how they integrate
assessment throughout the learning process and include examples of the tools and techniques they use for
assessment such as checklists, rubrics and the use of recordings. She asks him to tell her about his mom and he
shares several things he loves about her. After responding, the paper gets passed to the next group member
who is given 30 seconds to read the response, plus an additional 30 seconds to add, clarify, or expand any
information as they respond. The teacher designs the lesson around the fact that information on student
learning will be coming in at the start of the lesson and can be used to improve the teaching and learning in
that lesson. Related Posts. This process repeats until each student in the group has contributed. Typical
prompts include: Most important learning from the day Most surprising concept Most confusing topic and
why Identify something you think might appear on a test or quiz ; At the end of the learning, this strategy
provides students a way to summarize or even question what they just learned. I do, but I want to be allowed
to play with other people too. They provide a wealth of information that teachers can use to scaffold learning.
The criteria become part of the assessment rubric. Connections to the learning targets or success criteria are
what the teacher is looking for in the language used by the student. Students, either individually or with a
partner, are asked to respond in writing to a single prompt. Palomba and Banta Assessment in Action In the
following video, several Quebec teachers demonstrate, explain and discuss assessment for learning in their
diverse contexts. Parking Lot: This is an underused strategy for students and one that can surface questions
before the learning, as well as during and after. Can you tell me more? One-Minute Paper: This might be
considered a type of exit ticket as it is typically done near the end of the day. Catherine says, "This is what I
heard you say about your mom. The teacher hands one member of each group a recording sheet, indicating
that student will be the first to write. The teacher provides a list of questions, so learners can reflect on their
assessment experience. You said your mom is pretty. Gathering Evidence of Student Learning When teachers
build assessment for learning into their daily classroom practice, they plan discussions, tasks and activities that
will provide evidence to guide learning. Silent Conversation UDL 4. Make this a routine at the end of a lesson
so that all students have the opportunity to participate, share insights, and clarify what was learned. She listens
in on discussions and asks questions that help her find out more about the degree and depth of their
understanding. You have added details that really help me see what is going on. Conflict Resolution Two
students facing a conflict use a Write Around to express their feelings and concerns. In Maureen Bowers
Cycle 2 classroom, students work together in pairs and small groups. Favorite You must be signed in to use
this feature Sign up for a Goalbook Toolkit trial account to Favorite this page. Implementation Tips Choosing
Questions Pre-plan questions that are open-ended or multifaceted so students can respond in a meaningful way
e. Graphic Organizers can be used as an assessment for learning because teachers can easily tell what students
know or do not know about a concept or topic. For example: Your second paragraph is clear and makes sense
to me. You said your mom is kind, and that she always helps you when you need her. Building Criteria An
important part of assessment for learning is the involvement of students in the process.


